histograms showed overlap like that in Figure 2C ; thus, the ambiguity between noise and single-photon reWe characterized the rod signal and noise by examining responses to repeated presentations of a fixedsponses was a general property of mouse rods. For comparison, the relative amplitude of the dark noise is strength flash, as in Figure 2A . Baseline current fluctuations limit identification of trials in which the cell somewhat smaller in guinea pig and primate rods (Baylor et al., 1984; G.F. and F.R., unpublished data). We return responded to the flash. This baseline noise was dominated by cellular, rather than instrumental, sources. Into the implications of this difference for rod-bipolar signal transfer in the Discussion section. strumental noise was isolated by exposing the cell to a bright, saturating light that eliminated the outer segment Flash Responses of Rod Bipolars, but Not OFF Bipolars, Grow Nonlinearly with Flash Strength current. Figure 2B compares power spectra of the total noise measured both in darkness and saturating light.
The first indication that rod-rod bipolar signal transfer was nonlinear came from comparing the dependence Exposure to saturating light decreased the magnitude of the current fluctuations for temporal frequencies beof the response amplitude on flash strength in rods and rod bipolar cells. Unlike those of rods, responses of rod low 5 Hz. Because the single-photon response is domi- bipolars increased supralinearly with increasing flash was not due to amacrine feedback to the bipolar axon terminal or the activity of voltage-activated conducstrength. This supralinear dependence was absent in OFF bipolar cells. tances in the soma or axon terminal. We inhibited amacrine feedback with 100 M picrotoxin and 5 M strych- Figure 3A shows a family of average flash responses measured from a voltage-clamped rod bipolar. The dimnine. As above, we recorded from bipolar cells under voltage clamp. Under these conditions, the voltage in mest flash produced a response with a peak amplitude Ͻ1 pA, while the response to a flash twice as bright the soma and axon terminal should have remained constant. The supralinear increase in response amplitude had a peak amplitude Ͼ5 pA. Figure 3B superimposes responses to two dim flashes, each divided by the rewith flash strength remained under these conditions (eight rod bipolars; data not shown), indicating that the spective flash strength. The current change produced by the brighter flash was larger and had faster kinetics nonlinearity was generated at the rod-bipolar synapse or by events in the bipolar dendrites. When the bipolar than expected from a linear scaling of the response to the dimmer flash.
voltage is not clamped, events in the soma and axon terminal could shape the bipolar responses. However, Each of the 17 rod bipolar cells analyzed showed a supralinear growth in response amplitude with flash these events are unlikely to undo a nonlinearity already present in the input currents to the cell, particularly when strength like that in Figure 3B . Figure 3C plots the response amplitude against flash strength from these the nonlinearity effectively eliminates the bipolar response (e.g., smallest response in Figure 3A ). cells. The straight line runs from the origin to the point with the largest response per photoisomerization. This Light responses of OFF bipolars depended linearly on flash strength. Figure 3D shows a family of responses line has unity slope, and thus represents the expectation for a linear scaling of the bipolar response with flash from an OFF bipolar to the same flash series as the rod bipolar in Figure 3A . Figure 3E lar signal transfer is counterintuitive: the rod's phototransduction machinery is well suited for the task of The distribution predicted by the cumulative Gaussian with a larger midpoint is qualitatively similar to that obdetecting single photons, yet the majority of these sig-thus, responses with amplitudes Ͻ1 are most likely caused by noise, rather than photon absorption. Separating signal and noise involves eliminating these small responses while retaining those with an amplitude Ͼ1.2 (i.e., those most likely to be due to photon absorption). A general approach to the problem of separating signal and noise is to weight each response by the probability that it is from the signal distribution. This weighting function w opt (A) is:
where A is the response amplitude and P S (A) and P N (A) are the probabilities of obtaining a response of amplitude A from the signal and noise distributions (e.g., Figure 7A) . Figure 7B compares the nonlinear weighting 
